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Murdoch’s Utilizes Managed
Video Solution to Drive StoreLevel Profitability Improvements

The economy and competitive
environment remains challenging.
Murdoch’s, like most retailers, faced
the ongoing challenge of how to
protect and improve profitability at the
store-level.

ENVYSION PROVIDES MURDOCH’S WITH
INTEGRATED VIDEO AND REPORTING FOR
EVERY TRANSACTION.

With 22 locations dispersed across a
wide geographic area, Murdoch’s also
faced the additional challenge of store
level monitoring and the ensuring
consistency for company-wide
initiatives.

Murdoch’s far recognized the value of managed video and integrated
reports and saw that it would enable them to improve decision
making and identify opportunities to improve profitability across their
organization. By integrating business system data to point of sale
(POS) data, Envysion drives store-level profit performance.

With visibility to store operations
becoming increasingly important to
Murdoch’s efforts to reduce shrink
and drive loss prevention, the
company turned to Envysion and their
innovative Retail Solution Suite.

Business Outcomes
• Reduced shrink at register,
improved line times and
increased average sale
• Full visibility into every store
and actionable exception
reporting
• Significant bottom-line financial
results

“

Envysion’s powerful exception reporting capabilities gives Murdoch’s
instant visibility into every transaction and event, so users can quickly
validate exceptions such as suspicious refunds, voids, no sales and
reprinted transactions. The Envysion application also provides an
unfiltered understanding of purchasing behavior and the customer
experience to inform marketing and merchandising decisions.
Envysion’s solution arms Murdoch with unparalleled insight into loss
prevention and sales.

Envysion enables us to proactively identify opportunities to improve
profitability. With Envysion, we can quickly and easily view video of
transactions flagged for loss prevention and use the same solution
to improve other areas of our business, such as merchandising
and the customer experience in the store.”
Kevin Pope, Director of Operations Services
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